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Abstract— Recurrent networks can generate spatiotemporal
neural patterns that may look quite chaotic. Nonetheless a
proximity measure between these patterns may be defined
through comparison of the synaptic weight matrices that generate
them. Following the Dynamic Neural Filter (DNF) formalism
we demonstrate this concept by comparing teacher and student
recurrent networks. We define an SVM variant of DNF in order
to specify the optimal weight matrix and to deal with noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

A recent paper [1] has introduced the concept of Dynamic
Neural Filters (DNF), recurrent networks projecting input
space into spatiotemporal behavior. The one-step dynamics of
a binary recurrent network of

�
neurons is defined by

�������	��
���������������	��
���������������� � � � � �����	�"!#��� (1)

where � � � is the synaptic coupling matrix and !$� are the biases
of the system 1 . � is the Heaviside step function taking the
values 0 for negative arguments and 1 for positive ones. The
initial condition is defined by the null state �%����&'���(& .

For a DNF of N neurons with a randomly chosen synap-
tic matrix (e.g. � � �*),+ ��&.-$
���� and small biases ( ! � )+ ��&.-/
�0'1 � ��� the dynamics of Eq. (1) lead to very complex
spatiotemporal sequences, as will be demonstrated below.

An interesting problem is the reconstruction of the network
from a given spatiotemporal sequence. This can be resolved
[1] by a perceptron algorithm, recaptured below, and will be
studied numerically in the next section. The given series has
to obey a condition that stems from linear separability. This
may be guaranteed under certain conditions (see in subsection
B below) but is easily obtained if a teacher DNF is employed
to create the sequence. This is the method we use in section
2 where we study an

� ��2'& example.

A. The Perceptron Algorithm

Here we recapture a straightforward algorithm for building
the DNF from a given sequence [1]. Let us start by defining,
for each neuron 3 , an

� ��
 dimensional vector of perceptron
weights 4� �

� 4� � � � �5� � �76�8:9<; ��
:-/=$=/= � � 4� � ��>@?%AB��!C��D (2)

1In [1] we have used EGF%H�I%F�JLKMF , putting emphasis on the inputs that
the neurons receive. For simplicity we use only one parameter here.

Let us define vectors 4N � ����� , for each neuron 3 , as follows

� 4N � �����M� � ��� � �����C��OP���M������
��RQS
� 6�8:9T; �U
'-$=$=/= � - (3)

� 4N � �������G>@?%AB����OP���M������
�RQS
�CD
The vectors 4N � ����� represent the state of all neurons that form
the input to neuron 3 , weighted by a positive or negative sign
depending on whether the target neuron 3 at the next time step
is 1 or 0 respectively. With these definitions, all constraints of
the problem at hand can be written as V perceptron inequalities

4� � = 4N � �����XW5& 6�8:9BY:Z[Z ���(&.-$
'-$=/=$= V Q"
'D (4)

Now one can use the perceptron learning rule [2], [3]\ 4� � �5] 4N ��^ _ ���������GQ 4� � = 4N ��^ _ ������� (5)

while iterating the system, time and again, over all V states.
The Heaviside function guarantees that 4� � gets modified at
a given iteration by the vectors 4N � ����� that do not satisfy
the inequality. This algorithm converges [2] if the system of
inequalities is soluble.

B. Network Size

It is straightforward [1] to derive an estimate of the size�
of the network required to generate a sequence of lengthV . Each neuron has to satisfy V inequalities in an

� �`

dimensional space. Hence, strict matching for any set of such
data requires (see, e.g., [2])acb �ed V Q"
'D (6)

In the large
�

limit one can apply the Cover result[4], saying
that a solution may be found for

f b Vhg O.� � ��
� 8:9 �id 
O � V QjO:�CD (7)

This would be the case when the sequence is constructed
of random states. Clearly, if the sequence is generated by a
(teacher) recurrent network, we expect generalization to set
in at some stage, where a fixed value of

�
may describe the

sequence for very many time steps.
The question of the minimal size of a recurrent network,

and its use as a measure of complexity of data, is discussed
in [1].
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Fig. 1. A raster plot of an �"H���� DNF.
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Fig. 2. Return map of an �"H���� spatiotemporal sequence.

II. NUMERICAL STUDIES

We run a network of
� ��2'& neurons with � � � )�+ ��&.-/
���

and !C� ) + ��&.-$
P0 1 � � . An example of a resulting raster
plot of this system is shown in Fig. 1. This is the kind
of spatiotemporal pattern we wish to study. To each time
step of this system there corresponds a spatial state (activity
of all

�
neurons) that can be represented by the number
 ��� >�	�%A � � O ��
 A where � � , the activity of the 3 th neuron,

is either 0 or 1. Thus we can generate a return map of
these states, shown in Fig. 2. The disorder in this map is
characteristic of these sequences. Checking 1200 time steps,
we find that the sequence never repeats any state, i.e. it belongs
to a cycle that is larger than 1200.

To recapture the structure of the DNF we use the perceptron
algorithm. Thus the DNF that served to generate the sequence
may be regarded as a teacher network training DNF students.
The results of this training are shown in Fig. 3 in the form
of correlations of the generalized � matrix, i.e. averages of
the correlations of all vectors 4� � of Eq. 2 between teacher
and student recurrent networks. The training converges nicely
after a few hundred steps. The error bars represent standard
deviations over 10 different student-networks, trained on 10
different sequences of the type shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig.
4 we present average prediction errors of the 10 networks,
comparing one-step predictions of students to the teacher on
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Fig. 3. The correlation between teacher and student DNF in the �hH���
problem, using the perceptron algorithm on 10 different teacher-student pairs.
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Fig. 4. Convergence of the errors of student networks on one-step prediction
tasks.

all neurons. These errors converge rapidly as shown in Fig. 4.
Thus we see that the given temporal sequence of Fig. 1

defines, through the perceptron algorithm, a quite unique �
matrix. Its uniqueness depends on the size of the training
set, i.e. the number of time steps of the given sequence. The
smaller this size, the wider will be the range of � that can
reproduce a given sequence. One should notice that, in any
case, the matrix � is defined only up to a set of N scale
transformations. As can be seen from Eq. 1, every factor
multiplying any 4� � of Eq. 2, leads to the same dynamics.
This arbitrariness of scale is factored out once we calculate
correlations as in Fig. 3.

It is important to realize that sequences may be very
uncorrelated in their spatiotemporal structure and yet may be
very close in their generating � s. Consider a sequence of the
type shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Generating a � from its first 500
time steps, and another � from the next 500 steps, we obtain
correlations close to 1 between these two � s, as expected
from Fig. 3. Yet the two spatiotemporal patterns are completely
uncorrelated as far as their neural realization is concerned, as
expected from Fig. 2. In other words, while Hamming distance
shows no proximity the dynamics are as close as they can be!
This exemplifies the power of the DNF as a tool for defining
proximity between spatiotemporal patterns.
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Fig. 5. The correlation between teacher and student DNF using the SVM
learning algorithm.

III. THE OPTIMAL NETWORK

The analysis of the previous section leads to the question
if, for a given sequence, there exists an optimal choice of � .
Optimality, or stability toward small (noisy) change of data,
can be obtained by using the maximal margin approach of
SVM [5], [6]. This is an alternative to the perceptron algorithm
discussed in the Introduction.

A teacher DNF produces a sequence that is linearly sep-
arable. The data that the student network is presented with
consists of all input vectors 4������� , with � varying from 0 toV Q 
 , and the output (target) values are specified by 4����� � 
� .
The SVM formulation of the resulting � consists of

4� � � ����� �� � �� 4�
�

(8)

where 4�
�

are all states that appear in the sequence, and
a few positive � �� select out of them the support vectors
appropriate for the 3 th neuron problem. The coefficients � ��
are the appropriate targets, i.e. if 4�

�
is the input to neuron 3

at time � then � �� �(O��������	��
� QS
 .
We have employed the SVM algorithm to solve the same

problem of Fig. 3, where we have used the perceptron algo-
rithm. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Although the results
of the SVM algorithm are slightly better, their general trend
is the same as in the perceptron case. The error bars represent
the standard deviations of 10 different teacher and student
networks. Also here the correlations start out low, because,
whereas the student finds an optimal solution the teacher is
not optimal. In fact, a DNF with a given � , has a family of
different optimal solutions as function of the length V of the
sequence that it generates. Only in the limit V���� they
converge, as shown in Fig. 5.

IV. HIDDEN NEURONS

Sequences or spatiotemporal patterns that are not generated
by a DNF may not be amenable to DNF representations
that are limited to the same number

�
of observed neurons.

There may be two sources of disagreement: 1. Occurrence of
contradictory repetitions, i.e. 4����� AC�<� 4�����
	�� while 4� ����A � 
����
4�����
	 � 
� . 2. Occurrence of XOR-like configurations that

violate the linear separability condition that is implied by
the dynamics of Eq. 1. Both problems can be resolved by
introducing hidden neurons [1], thus effectively increasing

�
to some new value

��
, while the observed

�
neurons continue

to represent the observed sequence. No algorithm is known
that specifies a learning procedure guaranteeing a minimal

� 
.

Note that here one has not only to learn the large synaptic
matrix but one has also to choose the values � � ����� of the
hidden neurons during the time steps of the available sequence.
In general we know that for any spatiotemporal sequence of
length V a representation like that exists under the conditions
discussed in subsection B of the Introduction.

An alternative resolution of the 2nd problem, i.e. accom-
modating data that do not obey linear separability, is to make
use of the kernel formulation of SVM [5], [6]. This can be
obtained by a suitable generalization of Eq. 8, searching for
solutions of the type���M������
���������� � � �� � ���� � 4�

�
- 4���������	�"!#��� (9)

where the kernel function

�
replaces the Euclidean scalar

product 4� � = 4� ����� . Appropriate kernels can be powers

� � 4��- 4!C���� 4� = 4!	�"
��� or Gaussians
� � 4� - 4!C������������ ���� ��"! � [5], [6]. Once the

separability of a series is resolved, Eq. 9 can be used as the
definition of the resulting recurrent support vector network
(RSVN).

There exists however still the first problem, that of con-
tradictory repetitions, when the same input vector, occurring
at different time steps, leads to different outputs, i.e. when� �� is ill defined. When such a situation occurs one has to
invoke hidden neurons also here. It is however straightforward
to decide on their minimal number since all that is needed is
to guarantee the disappearance of contradictory repetitions.

V. THE NOISY SPATIOTEMPORAL SEQUENCE

An interesting case is that of a spatiotemporal sequence that
is DNF generated but is subject to a noisy channel, inverting
some fraction of its bits. The question is if, given such a
sequence, one can rebuild the original � .

Clearly some of the errors will just mislead the learn-
ing algorithm, but others may introduce violations of linear
separability. The latter pose a problem for the perceptron
algorithm, but can be readily handled by the SVM formalism
by introducing slack variables leading to an upper bound on& g � �� g$# [5], [6]. This is an alternative to introducing
kernels or hidden neurons and, in the scenario of a noisy DNF,
can end up correlating well with the original � .

In Fig. 6 we display the effect of noise on the teacher-
student task of recovering the synaptic matrix � . We employed
the same methodology as described in previous experiments,
using the SVM algorithm with a constant slack parameter # �
 . As can be seen, this system works quite well, leading to
very small errors even for noise of order 1/40, i.e. one expected
flip in each state of

� �c2 & neurons. The error bars reflect
the standard deviation of ten trials of teacher-student sessions.
The number of training samples was held fixed at 250.
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Fig. 6. Error of student performance in an � H ��� problem as function
of the error in its training sequence of length 250. The highest error value
corresponds to 1/40, i.e. one flip on average for each state of the trained
system.

VI. CONCLUSION

The DNF serves as a general framework for the generation
of binary spatiotemporal patterns.

� �U2 & is a large enough
system to demonstrate very large cycles (over 1000), i.e.
almost chaotic patterns. Although such patterns, and even
different sections of the same patterns, look quite different
from one another, there exists a dynamical proximity measure
in terms of the synaptic matrices � that generate them.

In our numerical studies we have demonstrated such rela-
tionships. Each given spatiotemporal pattern may be regarded

as a teacher and used for training student networks. We
have demonstrated the correlations between � s of teacher
and student networks using two algorithms: the perceptron
algorithm of [1] and an SVM algorithm suggested here.
The latter may serve to define an optimal � in the sense
of providing the largest margin in any linearly separable
classification algorithm.

The spatiotemporal patterns generated by DNF recurrent
networks obey linear separability. This points to a weakness
of the formalism: Given a spatiotemporal sequence that does
not obey these conditions, one has to invoke hidden neurons
in order to embed it in a DNF. The optimal procedure for
such embedding with hidden neurons is still lacking. SVM
allows one to overcome linear separability by introducing a
kernel approach, however hidden neurons may not be avoided
if contradictory repetitions occur in the original sequence.
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